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Linear algebra technique in the study of linear representations of
ﬁnite posets is developed in the paper. A concept of a quadratic
wandering on a class of posets I is introduced and ﬁnite posets I are
studied by means of the four integral bilinear forms bˆI , bI , b¯I , b
•
I :
Z
I × ZI → Z (1.1), the associated Coxeter transformations, and
the Coxeter polynomials (in connection with bilinear forms of
Dynkin diagrams, extended Dynkin diagrams and irreducible root
systems are also studied). Bilinear equivalences between some
of the forms are established and equivalences with the bilinear
forms of Dynkin diagrams and extended Dynkin diagrams are dis-
cussed. A homological interpretation of the bilinear forms (1.1) is
given and Z-bilinear equivalences between them are discussed. By
applying well-known results of Bongartz, Loupias, and Zavadskij-
Shkabara, we give several characterisations of posets I, with the
Euler form q¯I(x) = b¯I(x, x)weakly positive (resp. with the reduced
Euler form q•I (x) = b•I (x, x)weakly positive), and posets I, with the
Tits form qˆI(x) = b¯I(x, x) weakly positive.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper,we denote byN the set of non-negative integers and byZ the ring of integers.
We view Zn, with n 1, as a free abelian group. We denote by e1, . . . , en the standard Z-basis of Zn.
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Given n 1, we denote by Mn(Z) the Z-algebra of all square n by n matrices, and by E ∈ Mn(Z) the
identity matrix.
It was observed by Gelfand and Ponomarev in [15,16] that several important mathematical clas-
siﬁcation problems can be solved by a reduction to problems of linear algebra, and in particular
to the classiﬁcation of canonical forms of a class of matrices (see the example below the formula
(1.1)) and to the classiﬁcation of indecomposable K-linear representations of ﬁnite quivers or matrix
representations of ﬁnite partially ordered sets (abbr. posets), where K is a ﬁeld. Following this idea,
Nazarova and Roiter [24] have introduced and developed (in 1972) an important concept of a matrix
representation of a ﬁnite poset. It was successfully applied in the study of tame typematrix problems,
tame algebras, representations of Lie algebras, and in a solution of the secondBrauer–Thrall conjecture,
see [14,29,30,36].
It was observed by Ovsijenko–Roiter in [26] and Gabriel in [12] that an important rôle in the study
of poset matrix problems and the classiﬁcation of quiver representations are playing by the integral
bilinear forms and integral quadratic forms associatedwith posets and quivers, respectively. In the last
four decades this ideawas developed and successfully used bymany authors in solving several difﬁcult
problems in singularity theory, Lie representation theory, coherent sheaves theory, and representation
theory of ﬁnite groups and algebras, see [14,29,30,36]. A special rôle in applications is playing by the
Tits quadratic form qˆI of a poset I, the Euler form q¯I , the Euler characteristic and their roots, that is,
integral solutions of the quadratic diophantine equations qˆI(x) = 1 and q¯I(x) = 1.
In the present paper we develop a linear algebra technique of the theory of K-linear and K-matrix
representations of posets introduced by Nazarova and Roiter [24], where K is a ﬁeld. In particular, we
introduce the concept of a quadratic wandering on a class of posets and we study the integral bilinear
forms (1.1) of posets I and their roots by means of corresponding Coxeter transformations and Coxeter
polynomials introduced in Section 3, and by applying the concept of a Φ-mesh geometry introduced
in [33].
By a poset I ≡ (I,  ) we mean a partially ordered set I with respect to a partial order relation ,
see [30]. Given a ﬁnite poset I, we study four different Z-bilinear forms
bˆI , bI , b¯I , b
•
I : ZI × ZI −→ Z (1.1)
deﬁned by the Titsmatrix ĈI ∈ MI(Z), the incidencematrix CI ∈ MI(Z), the Eulermatrix C−1I ∈ MI(Z)
and the reduced Euler matrix C•I ∈ MI(Z) of I, see (3.1), (3.7) and (3.8). If A is any of the matrices
ĈI , CI , C
−1
I , C
•
I ∈ MI(Z), we deﬁne in (2.4) the Coxeter matrix CoxA = −A · A−tr ∈ MI(Z), the corre-
sponding Coxeter transformation ΦA : ZI → ZI , x → ΦA(x) = x · CoxA, and the Coxeter polynomial
coxA(t) = det(tE − CoxA) ∈ Z[t] of A, see Section 2 for details. We show that bˆI is Z-equivalent to
b¯I , bI is Z-equivalent to b¯Iop , and the Coxeter polynomials corresponding to the matrices ĈI , CI , C
−1
I and
their transposes coincide. We call coxI(t) := coxCI (t) the Coxeter polynomial of the poset I. We prove
that b¯I = b•I , if the global (homological) dimension gl.dim KI of the incidence K-algebra KI over a ﬁeld
K is smaller than three. We recall that gl.dim KI is ﬁnite.
The integral quadratic forms qˆI(x) := bˆI(x, x), qI(x) := bI(x, x), q¯I(x) := b¯I(x, x), q•I (x) := b•I (x, x)
deﬁne four wandering on posets in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.2. We are interested in a characterization
theposets I forwhich the formsareweaklypositive (resp.positive,weaklynon-negative,non-negative).
Moreover, one of our aims is to construct algorithms computing all integral solutions of the equation
q(x) = d, for a ﬁxed d ∈ NI , where q(x) is one of the forms qˆI(x), qI(x), q¯I(x), q•I (x). We do it in [34] by
applying the corresponding Coxeter transformations, see Deﬁnition 3.10.
The problems we study in the paper have matrix problem interpretations (see [30,31]) and have
useful applications in reducing some classes of partitioned matrices to their canonical forms. For
simplicity of the presentation,we illustrate it in case qˆI(x) is the Tits formof a poset I = {1, . . . , n, ∗,+}
with precisely two maximal elements ∗ and +. In this case we have
qˆI(x) =
∑
i∈I
x2i +
∑
i≺j n
xixj −
∑
i≺∗
xix∗ −
∑
i≺+
xix+.
Fix a ﬁeld K and a vector v = (v1, . . . , vn, v∗, v+) ∈ Nn+2 ≡ NI . Consider the K-vector space MatIv of
all partitioned K-matrices of the form (compare with [17,30])
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with coefﬁcients in K , where Aip = 0 if i 	≺ p and p ∈ {∗,+}. Consider the group GIv generated by the
elementary transformations of the following types:
(a) all simultaneous transformations on rows inside each horizontal block,
(b) all simultaneous transformations on columns inside each vertical block,
(c) all simultaneous transformations on columns from the ith column block to jth column block, if
the relation i  j holds in the poset I (with natural zero-adjustments).
It follows from [31, Section 2] (see also [10,24,30]) that the problem of ﬁnding canonical forms of
matrices inMatIv, with respect to elementary transformations from the set G
I
v, is controlled by the Tits
quadratic form qˆI . One can show that, for any v ∈ NI , there is only a ﬁnite number GIv-canonical forms
ofmatrices inMatIv if and only if the form qˆI is weakly positive, that is, qˆI(v) is positive, for all non-zero
vectors v ∈ NI . Moreover, there is one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible GIv-canonical
forms in MatIv and the vectors v ∈ NI satisfying the equation qˆI(v) = 1. A solution of the problem is
given in [31] and in Theorem 1.6.
Although the solution of Tits wandering has many important applications in representation theory
and combinatorics (see [23,24,29–31]), it has also the following commercial interpretation.
Example 1.2 (primitive commercial wandering). Assume that a producer of beer has m 2 breweries
located in touristically attractive different cities A1, . . . , Am situated inmountains. Assume that n < m,
each of the cities An+1, . . . , Am is situated on a higher mountain then A1, . . . , An are, and there is no
direct road connection between Ai and Aj , for i /= j such that i, j ∈ {n + 1, . . . , m}. We write s ≺ r if
there is a one-way highway from Ai to Aj, Aj is more attractive than Ai is, and the mountain of Aj is
higher than that ofAi.Moreover,we assume that≺deﬁnes apartial order relationon I = {1, . . . , n, n +
1, . . . , m} such that n + 1, . . . , m are the maximal elements of the poset I ≡ (I, ).
Let us assume that vj  0 is the number of bottles of beer that are selling in Aj a year, and we deﬁne
v = (v1, . . . , vn, . . . , vm) ∈ NI ≡ Nm to be a selling vector. Assume that the year proﬁt of selling the
beer in Aj equals v
2
j +
∑
i≺j vivj , if j n, and equals v2p −
∑
i≺j vivp, if p n + 1 is a maximal element
of I (because of high production costs in Ap); in particular it equals v
2
j , if j is a minimal element of I. It
follows that the year proﬁt function is given by
v → qˆI(v) =
∑
i∈I
v2i +
∑
i≺j n
vivj −
∑
n<pm
⎛⎝∑
i≺p
vi
⎞⎠ vp.
In other words, the year proﬁt function is the Tits quadratic form qˆI : ZI → Z (3.4) of the poset I,
and the year proﬁt is positive (resp. non-negative) if and only if the Tits quadratic form qˆI is weakly
positive (resp. weakly non-negative). Hence Theorem 1.6 applies and on this way we can determine
the posets I such that the year proﬁt qˆI(v) is positive. Moreover, given such a poset I and a positive
integer d ∈ N, we can describe the ﬁnite set of all selling vectors v ∈ NI such that the year proﬁt qˆI(v)
equals d. This can be done with a help of computers by applying the Φ̂I-mesh algorithms deﬁned
in [34] and involving the Coxeter-Tits transformation Φ̂I : ZI → ZI of I deﬁned in Section 3. We also
remark that, by applying main results of [17], we can determine the posets I, with two maximal
elements, such that the year proﬁt qˆI(v) is non-negative.
Thebilinear forms b¯I , b
•
I , bˆI (1.1)have the followinghomological interpretation: b¯I coincideswith the
Euler characteristicχKI of the incidence K-algebra KI, b
•
I is the restriction of the Euler characteristicχKI
to theﬁrst three terms, and bˆI coincideswith theEuler characteristic ofKI for prinjectivemodules.More
precisely, given ﬁnite dimensional right KI-modules M, N, L, L′, with proj.dim L 2 or inj.dim L′  2,
and a pair X, Y of ﬁnite dimensional prinjective right KI-modules, the following equalities hold (see
[1,8,30,31])
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b¯I(dimM, dim N) = χKI(M, N) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjKI(M, N),
b•I (dim L, dim L′) =
2∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjKI(L, L′),
bˆI(cdn X, cdn Y) = χKI(X, Y) = dimK HomKI(X, Y) − dimK Ext1KI(X, Y),
(1.3)
where dim L ∈ ZI is the dimension vector of a KI-module L and cdn P ∈ ZI is the coordinate vector of
a prinjective KI-module P, see [30,31]. We recall that a right KI-module X is deﬁned to be prinjective
if pd X  1 and X admits an exact sequence 0 → P1 → P0 → X → 0, where P0, P1 are projective
modules and P1 is semisimple.
By applying the well-known results of Bongartz [8], Loupias [22] and Zavadskij-Shkabara [38] (see
also [11]) we get the following characterisation of posets I with bI(x, x) weakly positive.
Theorem 1.4. Given a ﬁnite poset I and a ﬁeld K, the following ﬁve statements are equivalent.
(a) The Euler quadratic form q¯I(x) = bI(x, x) of I is weakly positive.
(b) The reduced Euler quadratic form q•I (x) = b•I (x, x) of I is weakly positive.
(c) I is one of the posets of Loupias-Zavadskij-Shkabara listed in [22,38], see also [11].
(d) The incidence K-algebra KI of I is of ﬁnite representation type.
(e) The algebra KI is representation-directed, see [1].
Furthermore, by applying the results of Leszczyn´ski [21], we obtain the following characterisation
of posets I with b•I (x, x) weakly non-negative.
Theorem 1.5. If I is an A˜∗m-free ﬁnite poset and K an algebraically closed ﬁeld then the following three
statements are equivalent.
(a) The reduced Euler quadratic form q•I (x) = b•I (x, x) of I is weakly non-negative.
(b) The poset I does not contain a convex subposet J that is isomorphic to any of the posets in the
hypercritical list of Unger [37].
(c) The algebra KI is of tame representation type, see [30, Section 14.4], [36, Section XIX.3].
We recall that a poset I is deﬁned to be A˜∗m-free if it does not contain a poset of the form
Finally, by applying author’s results in [31], we obtain the following characterisation of posets I
with bˆI(x, x) weakly positive; it generalises Kleiner’s theorem [18], see also [30].
Theorem 1.6. Given a ﬁnite poset I and a ﬁeld K, the following ﬁve statements are equivalent.
(a) The Tits quadratic form qˆI(x) = bˆI(x, x) of I is weakly positive.
(b) The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet any of the critical posets listed in [31].
(c) The category prin KI of ﬁnite dimensional prinjective right KI-modules is of ﬁnite representation
type.
(d) For any coordinate vector v ∈ ZI , the matrix variety MatIv has only ﬁnitely many GIv-orbits with
respect to the group action • : GIv × MatIv → MatIv deﬁned in [31, 2.3], see also Section 1.
(e) The category prin KI is representation-directed, see [1].
An important rôle in our investigation is playing by the integral quadratic forms q : Z0 → Z of
the following simply-laced Dynkin diagrams
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andby the integralquadratic formsof the followingsimply-lacedextendedDynkindiagrams (Euclidean
graphs)
Note that A˜1 is the Kronecker graph .
We recall that the quadratic form q : Z0 → Z of a graph  = (0,1), with the set of vertices
0 and the set of edges 1, is deﬁned by the formula
q(x) =
∑
i∈0
x2i −
∑
i,j∈0
dij xixj, (1.7)
where x = (xj)j∈0 ∈ Z0 ≡ Zn, n = |0|, and dij = |1(i, j)| is the number of edges between the
vertices i and j in. For connected, the form q is positive deﬁnite (resp. positive semi-deﬁnite but
not positive deﬁnite) if and only if  is one of the Dynkin diagrams (resp. one of the extended Dynkin
diagrams), see [1,2].
As a consequence of Theorems1.4, 1.6 and the results of Barot andde la Peña [3]we get the following
useful facts.
Corollary 1.8. Let I be a connected ﬁnite poset.
(a) If one of theZ-bilinear forms bˆI , bI , b¯I , b
•
I : ZI × ZI −→ Z is positive then all of them are positive
and b¯I = b•I .
(b) If one of the Z-bilinear forms bˆI , bI , b¯I : ZI × ZI −→ Z is non-negative of corank r  1 then all
of them are non-negative of corank r  1.
(c) If the quadratic form qˆI(x) = bˆI(x, x) is positive then there exists a Dynkin diagram  = I ∈
{An,Dn,E6,E7,E8} such that each of the quadratic forms bˆI(x, x), bI(x, x), b¯I(x, x) = b•I (x, x) is
Z-congruent to the quadratic form q : Z0 → Z of the Dynkin diagram .
(d) If the quadratic form bˆI(x, x) is non-negative of corank r = 1 then there exists an extended Dynkin
diagram  = I ∈ {A˜n, D˜n, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8} such that each of the quadratic forms bˆI(x, x), bI(x, x),
b¯I(x, x) is Z-congruent to the quadratic form q : Z0 → Z of the extended Dynkin diagram .
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We shall show in a subsequent paper that if qˆI(x) = bˆI(x, x) is positive and I is as in (c) then
coxI(t) = coxI (t) and bˆI(x, y) is Z-bilinearly congruent to the Z-bilinear form b¯Q (x, y) of a quiver Q
(a poset) of type I . In case I is a one-peak poset, we apply the results of Bondarenko-Styopochkina
[6,7]; in case I is arbitrary, we apply the bilinear Z-congruence (3.14) of the Tits form bˆI with the Euler
form b¯I , and then we use the list of Loupias [22] and Zavadskij-Shkabara [38] presented in [11].
2. Basic deﬁnitions and preliminary results
By an integral quadratic form (more precisely, a homogeneous Z-quadratic mapping) we mean a
map q : Zn −→ Z, n 1, deﬁned by the formula
q(x) = q(x1, . . . , xn) = q11x21 + · · · + qnnx21 +
∑
i<j
qijxixj, (2.1)
whereqij ∈ Z, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Ifq11 = · · · = qnn = 1,wecallqaunit form.Obviously, thequadratic
form q is uniquely determined by the symmetric Gram matrix Gq = 12 [Gˇq + Gˇtrq ] of q, where
Gˇq =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
q1 1 q1 2 . . . q1 n
0 q2 2 . . . q2 n
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . qn n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ Mn(Z) (2.2)
is the non-symmetric Gram matrix of q and Gˇtrq is the transpose of Gˇq. Note that q(x) = x · Gˇq · xtr =
x · Gq · xtr .
We associate to q, the symmetric Z-bilinear form
bq : Zn × Zn → 1
2
· Z (2.3)
(called the polarization of q) deﬁned by the formula bq(x, y) = 12 [q(x + y) − q(x) − q(y)] =
x · Gq · ytr ,where thevectors x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Zn areviewedasone-rowmatrices.
The form q is said to be positive (resp. non-negative), if q(v) > 0, for all non-zero vectors v ∈ Zn
(resp. if q(v) > 0, for all vectors v ∈ Zn. The form q is called weakly positive if q(v) > 0, for all non-
zero vectors v ∈ Nn. We recall that the kernel Ker q = {v ∈ Zn; q(v) = 0} of q is a subgroup of Zn, if
q is non-negative, see [1,3,29,30].
Following [33], we call a matrix A ∈ Mn(Z), with n 1,Z-regular if det A /= 0 and the Coxeter
matrix
CoxA := − A · A−tr (2.4)
deﬁned by A lies in Mn(Z). Obviously det CoxA = (−1)n and the group homomorhism
ΦA : Zn → Zn, x → ΦA(x) = x · CoxA, (2.5)
(called Coxeter transformation of A) is bijective, that is, ΦA lies in the group
Gl(Zn)∼=Gl(n,Z) = {C ∈ Mn(Z); det C ∈ {−1, 1}}.
The order cA ofΦA ∈ Gl(Zn) is called the Coxeter number of the Z-regular matrix A ∈ Mn(Z) and the
integral polynomial
coxA(t) := det(t · E − CoxA) ∈ Z[t] (2.6)
is called the Coxeter polynomial of A.
Given A ∈ Mn(Z), we deﬁne the Z-bilinear form bA : Zn × Zn → Z of A by the formula bA(x, y) =
x · A · ytr , for x, y ∈ Zn.
Let q : Zn −→ Z, n 1, be an integral quadratic form. A (diagonal)morsiﬁcation of qwe mean
a Z-bilinear form bA : Zn × Zn −→ Z deﬁned by a Z-regular matrix A ∈ Mn(Z) such that q(x) =
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bA(x, x), for all x ∈ Zn, see [33]. Obviously, if bA is a morsiﬁcation of q then bAtr is a morsiﬁcation of q,
too. It is shown in [33] that usually the number of morsiﬁcations of q is a huge one, and the number
of Coxeter polynomials coxA(t) ∈ Z[t], with bA a morsiﬁcation of q, is bigger than one. However, if bA
and bA′ are two Z-congruent morsiﬁcations of q then coxA(t) = coxA′(t).
Recall that two Z-bilinear forms bA, bA′ : Zn × Zn → Z deﬁned by matrices A, A′ ∈ Mn(Z) are Z-
congruent if A′ = B · A · Btr , for some B ∈ Gl(n,Z), or equivalently, the following diagram is
commutative
(2.7)
where hB : Zn → Zn is the group isomorphism deﬁned by the formula hB(x) = x · B.
The following proposition collects some of the main properties of the Coxeter transformation and
the Coxeter polynomial.
Proposition 2.8. Let A ∈ Mn(Z) be a Z-regular matrix, CoxA its Coxeter matrix and coxA(t) ∈ Z[t] the
Coxeter polynomial of A.
(a) det CoxA = (−1)n, the matrices Atr and A−1 are Z-regular, CoxAtr = Cox−1A , CoxA−1 = CoxtrA ,
and coxA(t) = coxAtr (t) = coxA−1(t) = tn · coxA
(
1
t
)
.
(b) The polynomial coxA(t) = tn + c1tn−1 + · · · + cn−1t + 1 ∈ Z[t] is symmetric, that is, cn−j =
cj for j = 1, . . . , n − 1. If det A = 1 then coxA(−1) is a square of an integer.
(c) If bA is Z-congruent to bA′ , where A′ ∈ Mn(Z) is Z-regular, and the diagram (2.7) is commutative
then CoxA′ = B · CoxA · B−1,ΦA′ ◦ hB = hB ◦ ΦA, coxA(t) = coxA′(t), and cA = cA′ .
(d) Assume that bA is a morsiﬁcation of a unit quadratic form q : Zn → Z. If q is non-negative then
all eigenvalues of coxA(t) havemodulus one. If q is positive then 1 is not an eigenvalue of coxA(t).
Proof. For the proof of (a) and (d) we refer to [33, Proposition 4.3] (see also [3, Section 3]), and the
proof of (c) is left to the reader.
(b) Apply the ideas presented in [20, Section 1.1] and in the proof [20, Proposition 1.5 ]. 
The reader is referred to [3,20,19] for a more detailed discussion of spectral properties and the
periodicity of Coxeter transformations.
3. Four bilinear wandering on ﬁnite posets
Throughout this paper, we ﬁx a ﬁeld K and we assume that I ≡ (I,  ) is a poset, that is, a partially
ordered set I with respect to a partial order relation  , see [30]. We set |I| = n and we denote by Iop
the poset Iop ≡ (I,  ◦), where a  ◦bmeans b  a. The relation  is uniquely determined by the
incidence matrix CI of I, that is, the integral square n × nmatrix
CI = [cij]i,j∈I ∈ MI(Z) = Mn(Z) with cij =
{
1, for i  j,
0, for i 	 j, (3.1)
where n = |I|. It is easy to see that det CI = 1 and, hence, C−1I ∈ Mn(Z). Note also that CIop = CtrI (the
transpose of CI).
Following some ideas used in the representation theory and in the study of algebraic group
actions on afﬁne varieties (see [1,2,4,5,10,12–14,17,18,23,24,28,29,35,36]) we introduce the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let P be a non-empty class of ﬁnite posets together with a class of admissible poset
embeddings inP , that is closedunder thecompositionandcontains the identityembedding idI : I → I,
for any I ∈ P .
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(a) A quadraticwandering q• = {qI}I∈P onP is a (functorial) map I → qI : ZI → Z associating
to any ﬁnite poset I in P an integral quadratic form qI : ZI → Z and to any admissible poset
embedding ξ : J → I a group monomorphism ξ˜ : ZJ → ZI such that
(a1) ξ˜ is the identity homomorphism, if ξ : I → I is the identity embedding,
(a2) ξ˜ ◦ ξ˜ ′ = ˜ξ ◦ ξ ′, if ξ ′ : J′ → J and ξ : J → I are admissible poset embeddings,
(a3) given an admissible poset embedding ξ : J → I, we have qI(ξ˜ (w)) = qJ(w), for any
vector w ∈ ZJ .
(b) A bilinear wandering on P is a pair (q•, A•), where q• is a quadratic wandering and A• ={AI}I∈P is a family of square Z-regular matrices AI ∈ MI(Z) such that
(b1) the bilinear form bI := bAI : ZI × ZI → Z, (x, y) → bI(x, y) = x · AI · ytr , is a diagonal
morsiﬁcation of qI : ZI → Z, for any I ∈ P (i.e. bI(v, v) = qI(v), for all v ∈ ZI).
(b2) givenanadmissibleposetembeddingξ : J → I,wehavebI(ξ˜ (w′), ξ˜ (w′′)) = bJ(w′, w′′),
for any pair of vectors w′, w′′ ∈ ZJ .
We call the wandering a unit one, if qI : ZI → Z is a unit form, for any I ∈ P .
It is well-known that solutions of the following diophantine wandering problems on posets are
of importance in the representation theory of ﬁnite dimensional algebras, see [1,2,10,14,29,35,36].
Obviously, they are related with Hilbert’s Tenth Problem.
Diophantine wandering problems 3.3. Let (q•, A•) be a bilinear wandering on a class P of ﬁnite
posets.
(P1) Give a simple combinatorial description of the posets I of the class P satisfying a diophantine
inequality of the form a qI(x) b, with x ∈ ZI (resp. x ∈ NI), where a is an integer and b is the inﬁnity
or an integer such that a b.
(P2) Given an integer d and a poset I ∈ P , give an algorithm describing all integral solutions of the
diophantine equation qI(x) = d.
(P3) Given a subclass P ′ of P deﬁned by a class of diophantine inequalities as in (P1) and given an
integer d, give a ΦAI -mesh algorithm (in the sense of [33,34]) describing all integral solutions of the
diophantine equation qI(x) = d, for all posets I ∈ P ′.
(P4) For a ﬁxed polynomial F(t) ∈ Z[t], give an algorithmic description of the posets I ∈ P , with
coxAI (t) = F(t). In particular, do it in case F(t) is the Coxeter polynomial F(t), where  is any of
the Dynkin diagrams An,Dn,E6,E7,E8, or any of the extended Dynkin diagrams D˜n, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8, see
Example 3.12.
Problem (P1) includes a characterisation of the posets I in P such that the form qI is weakly
positive (resp. weakly non-negative, positive, non-negative). A solution of some of such problems
for the four wanderings deﬁned in (3.4) are presented in Theorems 1.4–1.6 and Corollary 1.8. A
discussion of the problem (P1) for the Tits wandering qˆ• = {qˆI}I∈P (3.4) is discussed in the papers
[6,7] for the class P of all one-peak posets; in particular a characterisation of one-peak posets I,
with qˆI(x) > 0, for any non-zero x ∈ Z, is given. Moreover, the paper [7] contains a complete list
of minimal one-peak posets I, with qˆI(x) 0, for any x ∈ Z. It turns out that the Coxeter polynomial
coxI(t) (see (3.11)) of any such a poset I is a Coxeter polynomial F(t) of an extended Dynkin diagram
 ∈ {A˜2,2, A˜3,3, D˜n, with n 4, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8}, see Example 3.12.
Here we use the terminology and notation introduced in [31]. Given a poset I, we denote by max I
the set of all maximal elements of I; we set Iˇ = I \ max I andwe view it as a subposet of I. We say that
a subposet J ⊆ I is a peak subposet of I if max J = J ∩ max I. By a one-peak poset, we mean a poset
with a uniquemaximal element. We say that there is an arrow a → b in I if a ≺ b and there is no t ∈ I
such that a ≺ t ≺ b.
One of the main aims of this paper is to study the following four quadratic wandering on ﬁnite
posets I given by the four integral quadratic forms that are successfully used in the representation
theory (see [1,2,14,29,30,35,36])
qI , qˆI , q¯I , q
•
I : ZI −→ Z (3.4)
and are deﬁned by the formulae
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qI(x) = ∑
i∈I
x2i +
∑
i≺j
xixj,
qˆI(x) = ∑
i∈I
x2i +
∑
i≺j∈Iˇ
xixj − ∑
p∈max I
(∑
i≺p
xi
)
xp,
q¯I(x) = ∑
i∈I
x2i +
∑
i≺j
c
−
ij xixj
q•I (x) =
∑
i∈I
x2i −
∑
i→j
xixj +∑
ij
c•ij xixj.
Here c
−
ij is the (i, j) entry of thematrix C
−1
I = [c−ij ] ∈ MI(Z) inverse to CI ∈ MI(Z) and c•ab = c−ab, if the
relation a b holds in I, that is, if a ≺ b and there are two pairs (a′, b′′) and (a′′, b′) of incomparable
elements in I such that
Following [32, Section 3], we call qI the incidence (ordinary) quadratic form of I, qˆI the Tits
(geometric) quadratic form of I, q¯I the Euler quadratic form of I, and q
•
I the reduced Euler form of I.
Here the Tits wandering qˆ• = {qˆI}I∈P is viewed as a wandering on the family P of all ﬁnite posets,
with peak embeddings as the admissible embeddings.
Remark 3.5
(a) The form qˆI was introduced in [31] as a generalisation of the Tits form successfully applied by
Nazarova and Roiter [24] in the study of matrix representations of one-peak posets, see [10]
and [30] for details.
(b) The form q¯I coincides with the Euler form qKI of the incidence K-algebra of I, because the
matrixCI is the transpose of theCartanmatrix ofKI and therefore qKI(x) = x · C−1I · xtr , see [1,
Section III.3]. On the other hand, it follows from the deﬁnition of q¯I that q¯I(x) = x · C−1I · xtr .
(c) The form q•I is called a reduced Euler form of I, because it is obtained from the Euler form q¯I
by interchanging the coefﬁcient c
−
ij with zero if i ≺ j, there is no arrow i → j and i ≺ j is not
of the type i j deﬁned earlier. We note that c−ij = −1, if there is an arrow i → j.
(d) We show later that the form q•I coincides with the Tits form (in the sense of Bongartz [8]) of
the incidence K-algebra KI. It follows that q•I = q¯I , if gl.dim KI  2.
Following [33, Section 3], we deﬁne the morsiﬁcations
bI , b
tr
I , bˆI , b¯I , b¯
tr
I , b
•
I : ZI × ZI −→ Z (3.6)
of the quadratic forms qI , qˆI , q¯I , q
•
I : ZI −→ Z (3.4) by the formulae (see [32, Section 3])
bI(x, y) = x · CI · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi +
∑
i≺j
xiyj
btrI (x, y) = x · CtrI · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi +
∑
i≺j
xjyi
bˆI(x, y) = x · ĈI · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi +
∑
j≺i∈Iˇ
xiyj −
∑
p∈max I
⎛⎝∑
i≺p
xi
⎞⎠ yp,
b¯I(x, y) = x · C−1I · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi +
∑
i≺j
c
−
ij xiyj,
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b¯trI (x, y) = x · C−trI · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi +
∑
i≺i
c
−
ij xjyi,
b•I (x, y) = x · C•I · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi −
∑
i→j
xiyj +
∑
ij
c•ij xiyj.
where Ctr ∈ MI(Z) is the transpose of the incidence matrix CI ∈ MI(Z) of I, ĈI ∈ MI(Z) is the Tits
matrix (3.8) of I deﬁned below, and
C•I = [c•ij ] ∈ MI(Z) (3.7)
is the reduced Euler matrix of I, with c•ij = 0 if i 	 j, c•ii = 1, c•ij = c−ij = −1 if there is an arrow i → j
in I, c•ij = c−ij , if i ≺ j is of type i j deﬁned in (3.4), and c•ij = 0 in the remaining cases.
The Tits matrix ĈI ∈ MI(Z) is deﬁned in [33, (3.6)] as the bipartite matrix
ĈI =
[
Ctr
Iˇ
−U
0 E
]
= C◦I + (C◦I )tr − CI ∈ MI(Z), (3.8)
where E ∈ Mmax I(Z) is the identity matrix, CIˇ is the incidence matrix (3.1) of the poset Iˇ = I \
max I, and U = [cjp]j∈Iˇ,p∈max I ∈ MIˇ×max I(Z) has cjp = 1, if j ∈ Iˇ, p ∈ max I and j ≺ p, whereas cjp =
0, otherwise. The matrix
C◦I =
[
Ctr
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
∈ MI(Z), (3.9)
is called the reduced incidence matrix of I. Here we assume that I = {1, . . . , m, m + 1, . . . , n}, with
m < n, and max I = {m + 1, . . . , n}
We call bI , bˆI , b¯I , b
•
I the incidence (ordinary)-bilinear form of I, the Tits (geometric)-bilinear
formof I, theEuler-bilinear formof I, and the reducedEuler-bilinear formof I, respectively.Note
that bI and b
tr
I = bIop are morsiﬁcations of qI , bˆI is a morsiﬁcation of qˆI , b•I is a morsiﬁcation of q•I , and
the forms b¯I , b¯
tr
I = b¯Iop are morsiﬁcations of q¯I . We call C−1I ∈ MI(Z) the Euler matrix of the poset I.
Following the terminology used in [34], we introduce the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.10. Let I be a ﬁnite poset. We associate with I the following four Coxeter matrices:
• the Coxeter matrix CoxI := − CI · C−trI ∈ MI(Z),
• the Coxeter–Tits matrix ĈoxI := − ĈI · Ĉ−trI ∈ MI(Z),
• the Coxeter–Euler matrix CoxI := − C−1I · CtrI ∈ MI(Z), and
• the reduced Coxeter–Euler matrix Cox•I := − C•I · C•−trI ∈ MI(Z).
Moreover, we deﬁne the following four Coxeter transformations:
• the Coxeter transformation ΦI : ZI → ZI of I,• the Coxeter–Tits transformation Φ̂I : ZI → ZI of I,• the Coxeter–Euler transformation Φ I : ZI → ZI of I, and• the reduced Coxeter–Euler transformation Φ•I : ZI → ZI of I,
by the formulae ΦI(x) = x · CoxI , Φ̂I(x) = x · ĈoxI ,Φ I(x) = x · CoxI , and Φ•I (x) = x · Cox•I .
The following deﬁnition is very useful (here we follow [34]).
Deﬁnition 3.11
(a) The integral polynomial
coxI(t) = det(t · E − ĈoxI) = det(t · E − CoxI) = det(t · E − CoxI) ∈ Z[t]
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is called the Coxeter polynomial of the poset I. The polynomial
cox•I (t) = det(t · E − Cox•I ) ∈ Z[t]
is called the reduced Coxeter polynomial of the poset I.
(b) The order cI := ord(ΦI) of the Coxeter transformation ΦI : ZI → ZI is called the Coxeter
number of the poset I. By the reduced Coxeter number of the poset I we mean the order c•I
of the reduced Coxeter transformation Φ•I : ZI → ZI .
We show in Proposition 3.13 that the matrices CoxI and CoxIop = Cox−1I are adjoint to the matrix ĈoxI
and, in view of Proposition 2.8 (a), the deﬁnition (a) is correct. Moreover, it follows from Proposition
2.8 (a) and Proposition 3.13 that cI is the order of the Coxeter-Tits transformation Φ̂I as well as the
order of the Coxeter-Euler transformation Φ I of I.
One of the natural problems that arise in this context is to classify ﬁnite postes and the associated
Z-bilinear forms by means of their Coxeter polynomials. In particular, we would like to get a classiﬁ-
cation of ﬁnite posets I such that the Coxeter polynomial coxI(t) is one of the polynomials F(t) listed
in the following example.
Example 3.12
(a) Assume that I is a poset such that its non-oriented Hasse diagram  = H(I) (see [14], [30])
is any of the Dynkin diagrams An,Dm,E6,E7,E8, or any of the extended Dynkin diagrams
A˜n, D˜m, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8, where n 1 and m 4. The Coxeter polynomial coxI(t) and the Coxeter
number cI = c•I depend only of the diagram  = H(I) and we have coxI(t) = F(t), where
F(t) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
tn + tn−1 + · · · + t2 + t + 1, cI = n + 1, for  = An, n 1,
tn + tn−1 + t + 1, cI = 2(n − 1), for  = Dn, n 4,
t6 + t5 − t3 + t + 1, cI = 12, for  = E6 ,
t7 + t6 − t4 − t3 + t + 1, cI = 18, for  = E7 ,
t8 + t7 − t5 − t4 − t3 + t + 1, cI = 30, for  = E8 ,
F(t):=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(t − 1)2 · vp(t) · vq(t), p + q = n + 1, for  = A˜n, n, p, q 1,
tn+1 + tn − tn−1 − tn−2 − t3 − t2 + t + 1, for  = D˜n, n 4,
t7 + t6 − 2t4 − 2t3 + t + 1, for  = E˜6 ,
t8 + t7 − t5 − 2t4 − t3 + t + 1, for  = E˜7 ,
t9 + t8 − t6 − t5 − t4 − t3 + t + 1, for  = E˜8 ,
and cI = ∞, if H(I) ∈ {A˜n, D˜n, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8}. Here vm(t) = tm−1 + tm−2 + tm−3 + · · · + t2 +
t + 1 and we assume that A˜n is an acyclic quiver with p 1 clockwise oriented arrows, q 1
anti-clockwise oriented arrows, and p + q = n + 1, compare with [20]. In view of Corollary
4.3, we have coxI(t) = cox•I (t) and cI = c•I , because gl.dim KI  1, ifH(I) is any of the acyclic
diagrams An,Dn,E6,E7,E8, D˜n, E˜6, E˜7, E˜8.
(b) If I is the poset then coxI(t) = cox•I (t) = FD˜4(t) = t5 + t4 − 2t3 − 2t2 + t + 1.
(c) IfK∗4 = (N, 4)∗ is a one-peak enlargement of the critical posetK4 = (N, 4) of Kleiner [18] (see
also [14,30]) then gl.dimK∗4 = 2 and coxK∗4 (t) = cox•K∗4 (t) is the Coxeter polynomial FE˜8(t) of
the extended Dynkin diagram E˜8.
(d) One can show by a direct case by case calculation that gl.dim KI  2 and coxI(t) = cox•I (t)
is the Coxeter polynomial F(t) of an extended Dynkin diagram , if I is one of the 114th
critical posets listed in [31], or I = T∗ is the one-peak enlargement T∗ = T ∪ {∗} of any of the
P-critical posets T1, . . . , T20 listed in [6].
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Following [31, 2.2 and 3.3] and [32, Section 3], we prove the following fact.
Proposition 3.13
(a) The Euler Z-bilinear form b¯I is Z-congruent to bˆI and to b
tr
I = bIop . The following two diagrams
are commutative
(3.14)
where σ ◦I , σ trI : ZI −→ ZI are the group isomorphisms deﬁned by the formulae σ ◦I (x) = x · C◦I
and σ trI (x) = x · CtrI , for x ∈ ZI.
(b) ĈoxI = C◦I · CoxI · (C◦I )−1, Cox−1I = CoxIop = CtrI · CoxI · (CtrI )−1, Cox−1I = CoxIop .
(c) Φ I ◦ σ ◦I = σ ◦I ◦ Φ̂I ,Φ I ◦ σ trI = σ trI ◦ ΦIop ,ΦIop = Φ−1I , and Φ Iop = Φ−1I .
(d) TheCoxeter number cI = ord(ΦI)of theposet I coincideswith theCoxeter number of Iop.Moreover,
cI = ord(Φ̂I) = ord(Φ I) and coxIop(t) = coxI(t).
Proof. In view of the obvious equality CtrI = CtrI · C−1I · CI we get
b¯I(σ
tr
I (x), σ
tr
I (y)) = (x · CtrI ) · C−1I · (y · CtrI )tr
= x · CtrI · C−1I · CI · ytr
= x · CtrI · ytr
= btrI (x, y),
for all x, y ∈ ZI . This shows that the right hand diagram in (3.14) is commutative. The commutativity
of the left hand diagram in (3.14) is equivalent to the equality ĈI = C◦I · C−1I · (C◦I )tr . To prove it, we
apply the equalities
(C◦I )tr =
[
Ctr
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
, C−1I =
[
C
−1
Iˇ
−C−1
Iˇ
· U
0 E
]
, C◦I − CI =
[
0 −U
0 0
]
.
and we get
C◦I · C−1I · (C◦I )tr =
[
C
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
·
[
C
−1
Iˇ
−C−1
Iˇ
· U
0 E
]
·
[
Ctr
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
=
[
C
Iˇ
· C−1
Iˇ
C
Iˇ
· (−C−1
Iˇ
· U)
0 E
]
·
[
Ctr
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
=
[
E −U
0 E
]
·
[
Ctr
Iˇ
0
0 E
]
=
[
Ctr
Iˇ
−U
0 E
]
= ĈI.
This ﬁnishes the proof of (a). The equalities in (b) follow by a simple calculation. The statements (c)
and (d) follow from (a), (b) and Proposition 2.8. 
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The following lemma gives a homological interpretation of the Tits form bˆI .
Lemma 3.15. If bˆI : ZI × ZI −→ Z is the Tits Z-bilinear form of a poset I and K is a ﬁeld then, for any
pair X and Y of modules in prin KI, we have Ext2KI(X, Y) = 0 and
bˆI(cdn X, cdn Y) = χKI(X, Y) = dimK HomKI(X, Y) − dimK Ext1KI(X, Y),
where cdn P ∈ ZI is the coordinate vector of a prinjective KI-module P.
Proof. View the K-algebra KI as a bipartite algebra KI =
[
A M
0 B
]
, where A = KIˇ, Iˇ = I \ max I, B =
K(max I) = Kem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ken is a product of n − m copies of the ﬁeld K , andM = ⊕j∈Iˇ;p∈max IKejp
is viewed as an A-B-bimodule in a natural way. It is easy to see that the category prin KI is the category
prin(KI)AB of ﬁnite dimensional prinjective (bipartite) KI-modules in the sense of [27], and the Tits form
bˆI(x, y) coincides with the Z-bilinear form 〈x, y〉KI associated to KI in [27, (4.1)]. Then the lemma is a
consequence of [27, Propositions 2.4 and 4.4], see also [30, Section 11.13]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The equivalence of the statements (a)–(c) follows from [31, Section 3]. The
equivalence of (a) and (d) follows from [31, Theorem 3.1], because there are K-variety isomorphisms
prinKIv
∼=MatIv and G(v)∼=GIv established in [31, Proposition 2.3].
(b)⇒ (e) The statement (b) implies that every point of I (viewed as a quiver with commutativity
relations) is separating (apply the arguments of Bongartz used in the proof of [9, Lemma 2.1], see also
[1, Section IX.4 ]). Hence we conclude as in the proof of [9, Theorem 2.5] (or by applying [27]) that the
category prin KI has a postprojective componentP and all indecomposable prinjective KI-modules are
postprojective. It follows that the category prin KI is representation-directed in the sense that every
indecomposable prinjective KI-module N is not lying on a cycle
N → N1 → · · · → Nt → N
of non-zero non-isomorphisms between ﬁnite dimensional indecomposable prinjective KI-modules
N, N1, . . . , Nt (see [1, Section IX.3]).
(e)⇒ (c) Assume that the categoryprin KI is representation-directed. By Lemma3.15, Ext2KI(X, Y) =
0, for all modules X and Y in prin KI. Then, by applying Lemma 3.15, the results of Drozd [10], and
the arguments used in the proof of [1, Theorem IX.3.3], the Tits quadratic form qˆI(x) = bˆI(x, x) is
weakly positive, has only a ﬁnite number of positive roots, and themap X → cdn X deﬁnes a bijection
between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules X in prin KI and the positive roots of
qˆI(x). It follows that the category prin KI is of ﬁnite representation type, and the proof of the theorem
is complete. 
4. The Euler forms of a poset
Themain aim of this section is to prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.We start with preliminary results that
relate the reduced Euler form b•I : ZI × ZI −→ Z of a poset Iwith the Euler form b¯I of I andwith the
Euler characteristicχKI : ZI × ZI −→ Zof thepath algebraKI of I. Herewe identify theGrothendieck
group K0(KI) of the algebra KI with Z
I under the group isomorphism dim : K0(KI) −→ KI, where
dim L ∈ ZI is the dimension vector of a KI-module L, see [1, Section III.3].
Lemma 4.1. If b¯I : ZI × ZI −→ Z is the Euler Z-bilinear form of a poset I and K is a ﬁeld then, for any
pair M and N of ﬁnite dimensional KI-modules, we have Ext
j
KI(M, N) = 0, for j sufﬁciently large, and
b¯I(dimM, dim N) = χKI(M, N) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjKI(M, N).
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Proof. Since the incidence algebra KI of I is triangular then, by induction on |I|, we show that every
simpleKI-module admits a ﬁnite projective resolution. It follows that Ext
j
KI(M, N) = 0, for j sufﬁciently
large. To prove the remaining equality, we note that the Cartanmatrix of the algebra KI is the transpose
CtrI of the incidence matrix of I. It follows that the usual Euler Z-bilinear form 〈x, y〉KI associated to
KI (see [1, (III.3.1)] is given by the formula 〈x, y〉KI = x · C−1I · ytr . On the other hand, it follows from
the deﬁnition of the Euler Z-bilinear form b¯I that b¯I(x, y) = x · C−1I · ytr = 〈x, y〉KI . Then the equality
b¯I(dimM, dim N) = χKI(M, N) follows from [1, Proposition III.3.13]. 
Proposition 4.2. Let I be a ﬁnite poset, K a ﬁeld, KI the incidence K-algebra of I, and C
−1
I = [c−ij ] ∈ MI(Z)
be the inverse of the incidence matrix CI of I.
(a) The relation a b deﬁned in (3.4) holds in I if and only if there exists a minimal commutativity
relation w′ − w′′ in I (in the sense of Bongartz [8]) with the source a and the terminus b.
(b) If the relation a b holds in I then:
(b1) c
−
ab = c•ab = dimK Ext2KI(SI(a), SI(b)), where SI(j) is a simple KI-module corresponding to
the point j ∈ I,
(b2) c
−
ab = c•ab is the maximal number of K-linearly independent minimal commutativity rela-
tions w′ − w′′ in I with the source a and the terminus b,
(b3) c
−
ab = μ2(SI(a), SI(b)) is the second Bass number of the pair (S(a), S(b)), that is, the multi-
plicity the injective envelope EI(a) of SI(a) appears as a direct summand in the second term
E
(b)
2 of theminimal injective resolution E
(b)∗ of the simple KI-module S(b), see [32, Section 6].
(c) The reduced Euler form b•I : ZI × ZI −→ Z is given by the formula
b•I (x, y) = x · C•I · ytr =
∑
i∈I
xiyi −
∑
i→j
xiyj +
∑
ij
c•ij · xiyj
= ∑
i∈I
xiyi −
∑
i→j
xiyj +
∑
i,j∈I
r(i, j) · xiyj. (4.3)
where r(i, j) = dimK Ext2KI(SI(i), SI(j)), for all i, j ∈ I.
Proof. To prove (a), we assume thatw′ − w′′ is a minimal non-zero commutativity relation in I in the
sense of Bongartz [8], with the source a and the terminus b. Assume that the different paths w′ and
w′′ have the forms
By theminimality ofw′ − w′′, the elements c′1, c′′1 are incomparable in I, because otherwise c′1 = c′′1
and w′ − w′′ has the form w′ − w′′ = u(u′ − u′′), where
u : a → c′1, u′ : c′1 → c′2 → · · · → c′r → b, and u′′ : c′′1 → c′′2 → · · · → c′′s → b
contrary to the assumption thatw′ − w′′ is a minimal non-zero commutativity relation in I. Similarly,
the elements c′r , c′′s are incomparable in I.
To prove that the relation a bholds in I, assume to the contrary that there is a relation c′i  c′′j in I.
By the observationmade earlier, (i, j) /= (1, 1) and (i, j) /= (r, s). It follows thatw′ − w′′ = (u′ − u′′)u,
where u′, u′′, and u are paths of the forms
u′ : a → c′1 → c′2 → · · · → c′i → · · · → c′′j ,
u′′ : a → c′′1 → c′′2 → · · · → c′′j , and
u : c′′j+1 → · · · → c′′s → b,
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contrary to the assumption thatw′ − w′′ is aminimal non-zero commutativity relation in I. Since sim-
ilarly, we conclude that there is no relation c′′j  c′i in I, then the relation a b holds in I. Conversely, if
the relation a b holds then obviously there are pathsw′ andw′′ of the above form such thatw′ − w′′
is a minimal non-zero commutativity relation in I.
To prove (b) and (c), assume that the relation a b holds. By (a), the maximal number r(a, b) of
K-linearly independentminimal commutativity relations with the source a and the terminus b is non-
zero and r(a, b) = dimK Ext2KI(S(a), S(b)), by [8, Corollary 1.1]. On the other hand, it follows from [32,
Corollary 6.8] and its proof that
μ2(SI(a), SI(b)) = dimK Ext2KI(SI(a), SI(b)) = c−ab = c•ab
Hence r(a, b) /= 0 if and only if the relation a b holds. Consequently, we get (c), because r(i, j)=
dimK Ext
2
KI(SI(i), SI(j)), for all i, j ∈ I, by [8, Corollary 1.1]. This ﬁnishes the proof. 
Corollary 4.4. If the global dimension gl.dim KI of the incidence K-algebra KI of I is smaller than 3, then
(a) the reduced Euler form b•I (x, y) of I coincides with the Euler form b¯I(x, y) of I,
(b) C•I = C−1I , cox•I (t) = coxI(t), and c•I = cI.
Proof. Since ea = dim SI(a), for a ∈ I, then our assumption on KI together with Lemma 4.1 (applied
toM = SI(i) and N = SI(j)) yields
b¯I(ei, ej) = dimK HomKI(SI(i), SI(j)) − dimK Ext1KI(SI(i), SI(j)) + r(i, j),
because r(i, j) = dimK Ext2KI(SI(i), SI(j)). In view of Proposition 4.2 (c), it follows that b¯I(ei, ej) =
b•I (ei, ej), because
dimK HomKI(SI(i), SI(j)) = 1, if i = j;
dimK HomKI(SI(i), SI(j)) = 0, if i /= j;
dimK Ext
1
KI(SI(i), SI(j)) = −1, if there is an arrow i → j; and
dimK Ext
1
KI(SI(i), SI(j)) = 0, if there is no arrow i → j.
Hence we get b•I (x, y) = b¯I(x, y) and C•I = C−1I , for all x, y ∈ ZI , because the forms are Z-bilinear. This
ﬁnishes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (e)⇒ (d) This implication follows by applying [1, Corollary IX.3.4)] (and its
proof) to the incidence K-algebra A = KI of I. Although [1, Corollary IX.3.4)] is proved in case K is an
algebraically closed ﬁeld, the proof works also in case A = KI and K is an arbitrary ﬁeld, because KI is
directed, simple KI-modules and indecomposable projective KI-modules have trivial endomorphism
rings, the quadratic form arguments are available, and the tilting type arguments extends to the case
A = KI almost verbatim.
For the convenience of the reader we give an alternative proof in case K is arbitrary and KI is
representation-directed. First we note that, given an indecomposable KI-module N, we have
Ext1KI(N, N) = 0, because otherwise there is a non-split exact sequence 0 → N → M → N → 0 and
therefore there is a cycle N → N′ → N, where N′ is an indecomposable direct summand of M. It
follows that I does not contain any of the critical posets of Loupias, up to contraction, see [22], because
one can easily construct an indecomposable KI′-module X such that Ext1
KI′(X, X) /= 0, for any poset I′
that is isomorphic to one of the critical posets of Loupias. Hence, in view of [22], the algebra KI is of
ﬁnite representation type and (d) follows.
(d)⇔(c) Apply the proof of Loupias [22] and Zavadskij-Shkabara [38]. The proof is also outlined in
[11], where the list of posets I such that the algebra KI is of ﬁnite representation type is also presented.
Now we prove the implications (a) ⇐ (c) ⇒ (b) and (c) ⇒ (e). The assumption (c) implies that
everypointof theposet I (viewedasaquiverwithcommutativity relations) is separating (see [1, Section
IX.4]). Hence we conclude, as in the proof of [9, Theorem 2.5] or [1, Theorem IX.4.5], that the category
of ﬁnite dimensional KI-modules has a postprojective component and all indecomposable KI-modules
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are postprojective. It follows that the category ofKI-modules is representation-directed, andby [1, The-
orem IX.3.3] (and its proof) the map X → dim X deﬁnes a bijection between the isomorphism classes
of ﬁnite dimensional indecomposable KI-modules X and the positive roots of q•I (x) = q¯I(x) = b¯I(x, x).
In view of [1, Proposition VII.3.11], it follows that q•I (x) = q¯I(x) is weakly positive (and the number of
the positive roots of q•I (x) is ﬁnite), because the algebra KI has only ﬁnitely many isomorphism classes
of ﬁnite dimensional indecomposable KI-modules, by (c). Consequently, the statements (a), (b) and (e)
follow.
It remains to prove the implications (a)⇒ (c)⇐ (b). Assume that any of the forms q•I , q¯I is weakly
positive. It follows that I does not contain any of the critical posets of Loupias [22], up to contraction,
because one shows that the forms q•J and q¯J are not weakly positive, if J is any of the critical posets of
Loupias. Hence, by [22], the statement (c) follows, and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Assume that I is an A˜∗m-free poset. By [21, Lemma 2.6], the poset I is completely
separating. Note that by [8] and Proposition 4.2 (c), the Tits-Bongartz quadratic form q : ZI → Z
applied in [21] coincides with our reduced Euler form q•I : ZI → Z. Hence the equivalence of (a)
and (c) is a consequence of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in [21, Theorem]. One can easily prove that
the algebra A(Q) = KI contains a hypercritical algebra as a convex subcategory (in the notation and
terminology of [21]) if and only if the poset I contains a convex subposet J that is isomorphic to a
hypercritical poset form listed in [37]. Then the equivalence of (a) and (b) is a consequence of the
equivalence of (i) and (iii) in [21, Theorem]. 
Remark 4.5. To see that Theorem 1.5 is not valid for posets I that are not A˜∗m-free, we note that the
reduced Euler form q•J = q¯J : Z7 → Z of the following poset
is weakly non-negative, but the incidence K-algebra KJ of J is not representation-tame (see [36]),
because the universal covering quiver J˜ of the poset J contains a wild subquiver of type
and, hence, KJ is not representation-tame.
Note that
q¯J(x) = q•J (x) = x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 + x25 + x26 + x27 − (x1 + x2)x3 − (x1 + x5)x4
− x1x6 + (x1 − x2 − x5 − x6)x7
=
(
x1 − 1
2
x4 − 1
2
x5 − 1
2
x6 + 1
2
x7
)2
+
(
x2 − 1
2
x3 − 1
2
x7
)2
+ 5
12
(
x3 − 2
5
x5 − 4
5
x6 + 1
5
x7
)2
+ 3
4
(
−1
3
x3 + x4 − 2
3
x5 − 1
3
x6 + 1
3
x7
)2
+ 3
5
(
x5 − 1
2
x6 − 1
2
x7
)2
+ 1
4
(x6 − x7)2.
Hence, Ker q¯J = Z · h, where h = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), and q¯J is critical in the sense of Ovsijenko [25].
Note that the Euler matrix C
−1
I of J and the inverse of the Coxeter-Euler matrix CoxJ := − C−1J · CtrJ
have the forms
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C−1J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 −1 −1 0 −1 1
0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and Cox−1J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
0 −1 −1 0 0 0 −1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 0
−1 1 0 −1 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
One can check that:
• the Coxeter polynomial of the poset J has the form coxJ(t) = t7 − t5 − t2 + 1,• the reduced Coxeter number cˇI equals 10,• the defect has the form ∂ J(x) = 3(x1 + x2 − x3 − x7), and
• the Φ J-orbits of vectors of defect zero are of length 2 or of length 5, see [34] for details.
Here ∂ J : ZJ → Z is a group homomorphism and cˇI  1 is a minimal integer such that Φ cˇJJ (v) =
v + ∂ J(v) · h, for all v ∈ ZJ , compare with [35, XI.1.4] and [34]. One can show that, together with all
vectors in Z · h, the Φ J-orbit
u = [0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] − − − − − − Φ J(u) = [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]
of vectors of defect zero satisfying q¯J(u) = 1, q¯I(Φ J(u)) = 1 has length two (i.e. Φ2J (u) = u) and
uniquely extends to the inﬁnite vertical sand-glass tube T1,2 of rank two (in the sense of [33]) presented
in Fig. 4.6, where Φu = Φ J(u) = −u + h, u′ = −u and u′′ = −u − 2h. The tube T1,2 is invariant
Fig. 4.6. Sand-glass tube T1,2 of rank two.
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under the translation w → w + h and every vector w ∈ ZJ of defect zero satisfying the equations
Φ
2
J (w) = w and q¯J(w) = 1, lies in the tube T1,2. The Φ J-orbits of the remaining vectors w ∈ ZJ of
defect zero satisfying q¯J(w) = 1 are of length ﬁve and lie on six vertical tubes of rank ﬁve, see [34,
Example 5.11] for details.
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